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Book lovers rejoice! There are independent bookstores across Los Angeles that are focused on a wide range of literary genres and global cultures. From children's books to cooking to horror, read on for some of the best specialty bookstores in L.A. Dubbed the "Black Greenwich Village" by filmmaker John Singleton, the historic neighborhood of Leimert Park is widely regarded as the cultural hub for African Americans in L.A. Eso Won Books is an independent bookstore located in the heart of Leimert Park Village. Los Angeles Public Library. Get a Library Card. My Library Account. Search For Search In Search Type. Library Catalog Photo Collection LAPL Website. Keyword Title Author Subject ISBN. All libraries remain closed to the public until further notice. Â· Read or listen to e-books, audiobooks, and even comics on almost any device or computer. Overdrive / Libby. hoopla digital. Movies, TV & Video. Stream movies, TV and documentaries on your computer, mobile device, or TV. Kanopy. Overdrive. Iliad Book Shop is located in North Hollywood, and has one of the largest used book collections in the Los Angeles area. They specialize in books on the arts and literature, and are also known for their selection of graphic novels. Iliad buys, sells and trades used books so avid readers can reinvest their book collection. One of Los Angeles' and Hollywood's most storied bookstores, Book Soup offers not only a terrific selection of top notch books, but also events for authors you won't find anywhere else in the city. Stocking an extensive selection of film books, biographies, art and photography and non-fiction works, Book Soup is the perfect stop for grown ups who love books.